Acronyms must be unique

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The NESL Director and Deputy Director and Division Directors are housed in their entity’s Administrative Office.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The RAL Director and Deputy Director are housed in RALAO. All other directors/managers are housed in their entities.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The EOL Director is housed in the EOLAO. All other directors/managers are housed in their entities.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The CISL Director is housed in the CISLAO. All other directors/managers are housed in their entity.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The HAO Director and Deputy Director are housed in HAOAO. All other managers are housed in their entities.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The NCAR DIR and Deputy DIR is housed in NCAEO. All other directors/managers are housed in their entities.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.

Cindy Worster 7/5/12 requested changes:

1. Change NCARRESREL to NCAREXTREL – CHANGED 7/17/12

2. Change NCARASSCDIR to NCARADIR - there is no NCARASSDIR on this chart. So what is the change? – ADDED 7/17/12

3. The Lab/Program Lead for the Advanced Study Program should be changed to: Chris Davis - seems like this change could happen by HR at any time
The UCP Director is housed in the UCPDIR. All other directors/managers are housed in their entity.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.
The VP is housed in FANDAVP. All other directors/managers are housed in their entities.

Entities at the same level are locally/historically labeled and do not share common names. Names include laboratories, observatories, programs, centers, departments, offices, etc and are not indicative of the level.